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Member Shred Day

Mocse Credit Union, in partnership with Pacific Shredding, will sponsor a "Free" 1-Day Only Member
Shredding Event on Saturday, June 22, 2019 from 9am to 12pm.  It will be held in a New Location
in the AAA Parking Lot, 3525 Coffee Road, across from our Coffee Road Branch.  Please limit
documents to (3) grocery bag size containers.    
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Home Loans
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Holiday Closure

Mocse Credit Union will be closed on Monday, May 27, 2019 in observance of the Memorial Day
Holiday. 
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What is Spear Phishing?
How hackers use personal information to scam you

With the pervasiveness of email and instant messaging, phishing scams are an unfortunate reality in
modern life. It’s important to know how to spot these scams and how to avoid falling prey to them. The
most common and most successful form of phishing on the internet is known as spear phishing.

What is spear phishing?

While phishing is a broad term that
can be used to refer to any attempt
to trick victims into sharing
sensitive information, spear
phishing is much more
personalized. Attackers will gather
and use personal information about
you to appear more legitimate,
increasing their odds of success.
“Spear-phishing attacks target a
specific victim, and messages are
modified to specifically address that
victim, purportedly coming from an
entity that they are familiar with and
containing personal information,”
says Nena Giandomenico in a
January 2019 article for Digital
Guardian.

Because of the personal level of
these emails, spear phishing
attacks are more difficult to identify, especially for automated systems. According to a study conducted
by email security company IronScales, 77 percent of spear phishing attacks are extremely focused
and target only 10 or fewer accounts; a third of these attacks target just one, and most attacks are very
short. “Traditional spam filters and endpoint protection tools aren’t catching the attacks,” Juan
Martinez writes in a January 2017 article for PC Magazine. “For every five attacks identified by spam
filters, 20 attacks made it into a user’s inbox.”

Examples of spear phishing

Spear phishing was famously used in the 2016 United States presidential campaign by a Russian
cyber espionage group called “Fancy Bear,” which targeted Gmail accounts associated with Hillary
Clinton. “When Democratic National Committee Chief John Podesta’s aide forwarded him an email
that claimed Podesta’s Gmail account was hacked, Podesta did what most of us would have done: He
clicked the link within the email and was directed to a website where he was prompted to enter a new
password,” Martinez writes. Unfortunately for Podesta, the email hadn’t been sent from Google, and
he had unwittingly given his password to the hacking group.

Like the Fancy Bear case, most spear phishing attacks take the form of customer support emails that
send you to a fake website and ask you to change your credentials. In 2015, hackers created spoof
email accounts resembling those of real Ubiquiti Networks executives and tricked employees into
transferring $47 million to overseas accounts.



To better fool targets, Giandomenico says attackers will use the personal information you put on the
internet to find your email address, geographic location, friends list and even your recent purchase
history. “With all of this information, the attacker would be able to act as a friend or a familiar entity
and send a convincing but fraudulent message to their target,” she explains.

How to avoid spear phishing

Though anti-phishing software does exist, the best tool you have against spear phishing attacks is
your judgement. “Education and caution are perhaps the most important defenses against
spear-phishing attacks,” says Martinez, adding that you should never, under any circumstances, send
sensitive information to someone in the body of an email. Giandomenico goes one step further and
recommends against clicking any links in emails. “If any organization, such as your bank, sends you a
link, launch your browser and go directly to the bank’s site instead of clicking on the link itself,” she
writes. You can also limit your vulnerability to spear phishing by reducing the amount of personal
information you share online as well as by using smarter passwords that significantly differ from each
other for every account that you own.

Spear phishing is a very real online threat, and until anti-phishing software begins using advanced
self-learning artificial intelligence algorithms that can predict innovative new phishing methods, the
best and last line of defense against spear phishing is you.
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Traveling During Retirement
How to make the most of your golden years and see the world

When you retire, you have more time on your hands to see the world. However, with your fixed
budget, planning your expenses out ahead of time is of utmost importance. Traveling during
retirement is something that you can achieve with responsible budgeting and a sound strategy.

Know your fixed budget and current expenditures

A good grip on your retirement
income sets the proper foundation
for wise spending. Rachel Hartman
of U.S. News & World Report
emphasizes that you may have
income flowing from multiple
sources: retirement account
distributions, investment proceeds,
owned and rented-out properties
and Social Security. Calculating
your income, expenses and taxes
as accurately as you can ahead of
time will enable you to determine
how much you can allot for travel.

Identify your places of interest

Over the years, you’ve probably
made a bucket list of places you
want to see or revisit. Creating a
list of places that you want to
experience is the first intentional step in achieving your dreams. Build your list of potential
destinations around goals, whether it’s something as grand as experiencing one of the world’s natural
wonders in person or trying a cuisine you love in its place of origin. With a list of places, you can
prioritize your goals and ambitions and rank them in order of importance. By doing this, you can better
ensure that you get the most out of your travel if your finances limit your abilities.

Research cities and excursion costs

Once you’ve nailed down your list, start researching those locales and figure out how much money
you can expect to spend over the course of your visit. This starts with determining transportation
needs, which will include airfare, rental vehicles and fuel. In your research, you’ll want to compare
prices for lodging and get a general sense of how much you might expect to pay for dining and
entertainment. Maryalene LaPonsie of U.S. News & World Report warns that eating out too much can
hamper your trip and limit what you are able to afford otherwise. Plan to shop at the grocery store
before your trip and pack sandwiches and snacks for a picnic along the way. If you do dine out, grab
lunch or order appetizers for dinner instead and try to limit yourself to one higher-end meal per trip.

Be flexible

While you may want to plan out your trips down to the last cent, leaving some financial wiggle room
gives you the ability to enjoy things you discover, replace a destination in your itinerary or even extend
your trip. You cannot always depend on senior discounts, special offers and free attractions to bail you



out on travel costs. Maurie Backman of CNN Money advises that you assume that random,
once-in-a-lifetime opportunities will pop up during your trip. You will want to have space in your budget
to take advantage of these opportunities, lest you find yourself coming home from your trip asking
what if.

Your years in retirement ought to be enjoyable and stress-free. As long as you understand the
boundaries of your finances and plan out your trips within reason, your expeditions across the country
and around the world should prove rewarding and unproblematic.
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Smart Ways to Invest in the Gig Economy
Make good money decisions when starting a side hustle

The gig economy, a trendy name given to the rise of freelancing, is a big part of how Americans earn
money. From driving for a rideshare app to selling custom artwork on Etsy, it’s easy to turn a skill or
extra time into cash. Before you make a leap and take your first gig, sit down and figure out a financial
plan.

Change how you see yourself

No matter how you choose to
participate in the gig economy,
you’re creating a business. When
you work a traditional job, you are
an employee of a company and
receive benefits, if you’re eligible.
However, when you start to work
using Uber or Seamless, you are
merely a contractor. In these
cases, it’s the app’s job to pass
along work to you and assist in
processing payment and you take
on all the risk. Thinking of yourself
as a small business instead of a
worker or employee is a great way
to evaluate how much time and
money you should invest in your
venture.

Look at the numbers

The companies that push gig economy opportunities make freelancing seem like the best job option
possible. In reality, living off gigs can be financially risky if your chosen industry slows down or the
government shuts it down. Conde Nast Traveler reports that major metro areas are cracking down on
services like Airbnb. Los Angeles now requires Airbnb operators to register with the city for an annual
$89 fee, and it only allows 120 days of rental. Landlords in the area who invested in property to take
advantage of the gig economy all of a sudden have investments that don’t bring in as much money as
they used to.

Another factor to consider is realistic earning potential. In April 2018, Michelle Jackson of Free Money
by Vice reported that the average amount of money freelancers make from large networks like Lyft,
Uber, TaskRabbit, Etsy and Airbnb is just $299 a month, with the median amount at about $109. That
might be nice pocket change, but it’s not enough to leave your day job. The dollar figures also don’t
include the cost of doing business, like car repairs and materials.  

There are many reasons to be cautious about the gig economy, but there are obviously benefits or the
option wouldn’t be so popular. According to Abdullahi Muhammed, a contributor and freelancer for
Forbes, about 66 percent of large employers are using freelancers to lower labor costs. These
workers don’t need insurance or other benefits, and when the project they are working on is
concluded they part ways for the next big thing. As a gig worker, this gets you exposure with several
different agencies and the opportunity to earn more than you would as a permanent employee.



Evaluate funding sources

If you think you’re ready to commit to the gig economy, you need to buy all of the equipment to get
started. Employers provide simple supplies like laptops, printers and programs, but freelancers are
expected to come prepared for the job. Lending institutions have several options available to you as a
small business owner to make purchases like a new car for rideshare or a suite of office equipment for
project management. You and your business are eligible for loans, credit cards and lines of business
credit, but just like with personal transactions, you need to prove that you and your business idea have
what it takes to succeed.

The gig economy can be a great way to earn extra money, or maybe even your entire income. Before
you make any big moves, consider talking to a financial planner or trusted mentor.
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Should You Splurge on a Higher Trim?
Settling for less or wanting more

Per IHS Markit, the average consumer shops for a new car every six years. If you’ve recently
purchased a vehicle or plan on purchasing one in the future, you may find yourself asking how much
of the comfort and convenience that modern vehicular amenities provide you are willing to sacrifice in
the name of saving money. Determining what you want in a vehicle is the key to deciding whether you
can settle for a base trim or would rather pay extra for a higher trim level.

Features

In most new vehicles available on
the market today, base trims come
considerably well-equipped. In
many instances, a base vehicle
gets you features that were once
considered high-end and
high-priced options like
touch-screen infotainment displays,
automatic doors and windows,
power front seats and rear-vision
cameras. The higher trim level you
choose, the more options you can
expect. A higher trim may replace
cloth surfaces with leather
upholstery, add heating and
ventilation to seating, improve the
audio system and add a number of
modern technologies. When
analyzing a vehicle’s features
across multiple trim levels, you’ll
want to compare the differences and ask yourself what features you absolutely can’t live without.

Maximized Safety

David Friedman of Consumer Reports argues that optional features like forward-collision warning and
automatic emergency braking should come standard on most vehicles. In all likelihood, given the
adoption of suites like Toyota Safety Sense™ and Ford Co-Pilot360™, which provide the latest
driver-assist technologies as standard equipment, they will be before too long. In the meantime,
features like blind spot warning, lane-keeping assist, automatic high beams and adaptive cruise
control are typically only offered on higher trim levels. If you want the utmost confidence and are
shopping from the current crop of vehicles, you may want to opt for a higher trim level to get the full
complement of available safety features.

Performance improvements

As higher trim levels improve the quality of interiors and add on more cutting-edge technologies, they
also tend to add improvements to a vehicle’s performance. In the case of many vehicles, opting into a
higher trim level means that you are paying for a higher-output or more-efficient powertrain, which
includes a different engine and transmission than what is offered at the base level. For some
performance-oriented vehicles, moving up to a higher trim means better brakes, sport-tuning for



suspension and steering and other improvements to vehicle aerodynamics. While this is perhaps less
important than safety and comfort, it may be worth paying for if you enjoy superior driving dynamics.

Know what your plan is 

Doug DeMuro, writing for Autotrader in 2015, said that your decision to purchase a base trim or a
higher trim may depend on how long you intend to keep a vehicle. If you plan to flip your vehicle within
six years, for example, a sparse base trim will not likely be as attractive as a vehicle with more
desirable modern features. On the other hand, if you plan on driving your vehicle for a decade or
more, this might not matter as much since your vehicle’s condition and mileage will be the primary
concerns of a second-hand buyer.

When making your decision, study your budget and determine what you can comfortably afford in
terms of a monthly payment. You can use these figures and how long you intend to own your next
vehicle to justify your decision to upgrade to a higher trim level or stick with the base model.
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Photography Apps for Your Phone
Filter or no filter, these apps will make your pictures pop

Taking photographs with your smartphone is just a way of life, whether it’s celebrating a night out with
your best friend or chronicling a well-earned vacation with your partner. But for as reliable and
high-quality as today’s phone cameras are, they might not be getting you the most out of every shot.
To really capture a moment and make a perfect social media post, these photography apps will come
in handy.

PicsArt Photo Studio

PicsArt Photo Studio is a slick, free
photo app that is simple to utilize
and understand. This all-in-one
photo editor gives you the means
to do just about anything you can
think of with your photos, from
simple touchups to complex effects
to clipart and stickers to creating
collages. PicsArt is available for
free on Google Play as PicsArt
Photo Studio: Collage Maker & Pic
Editor and on the App Store as
PicsArt Photo Editor + Collage.

Cymera

Cymera touts itself as the perfect
beauty camera, giving you the
tools necessary to turn your selfies
into works of art. Available for free
on Google Play and the App Store,
Cymera exploits tools like a stable shooting mode and spot metering to take the perfect photo,
whether it’s a selfie or a photograph for your Instagram. Cymera also features editing tools like blur,
mirror and makeup to help you touch up your photos and make them stand out even more.

Snapseed

The free, easy-to-use Snapseed app, available on Google Play and the App Store, comes with a large
assortment of editing tools to give your pictures a professional flair. You can alter and improve the
quality of your photos with tools like white balance and curve adjustment, and the app also allows you
to undo any edits you’ve made so that you can get your picture absolutely perfect. Snapseed offers
Control Point technology, which allows you to assign enhancements at different points in a photo, and
a Healing tool that allows you to cut out photobombers.

VSCO

VSCO is available for free on Google Play and the App Store, and downloading it entitles you to a
surprisingly deep range of presets, editing tools and community content. To get the most out of the
app, you’ll need to opt into the $19.99 annual membership, which unlocks a complete library of over
130 presets, including presets that emulate the look of vintage film. A paid VSCO membership also
entitles you to exclusive editing tools, including film coloring; weekly challenges to test your



photography skills; and bonus content and tutorials.

Afterlight 2

Afterlight 2 costs $2.99 in the App Store, but it’s money incredibly well-spent if you want unique,
high-quality photographs. That one-time price earns you a continuous stream of content updates,
including new filters and tools. It also gets you access to textures and effects that will make your
photos unlike anything else in your social media feed, including dust textures, double exposure and
selective color adjustment.

These apps will put your smartphone photography on par with what even a professional is capable of
capturing. Download these apps today and start taking photos that will rack up the likes and loves on
social media and look great in a photo album.
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Tips for Outdoor Entertaining
Providing the perfect venue for a fun party

Springtime — with its warmer temperatures — has a way of bringing family and friends together.
Before you send out that event invite on Facebook or text your friends about a big gathering at your
place, have a plan ready to turn your humble abode into the perfect place for entertaining.

Ready the yard

The surest way to ensure a
less-than-ideal outdoor gathering is
having a yard that’s in disarray.
You will want to mow your yard
about two days prior to your
gathering and be sure to collect as
much of the grass clippings as you
can. While you’re at it, check your
yard for any hazards like sharp
rocks or broken glass, and make
sure that any toys or tools are
safely stored. If you have any pets,
you’ll want to take the opportunity
to clean up after them so as to
avoid any messes on the bottoms
of guests’ shoes.

Decorate your outdoor setting

Whether your house includes an
enclosed porch or deck, dressing it
up will enhance your gathering’s mood. Place fresh flowers on your table and move potted plants onto
your deck to bring spring closer to your guests. You’ll also want to make sure that you have sufficient
seating, so if you haven’t had the opportunity to purchase lawn chairs, you’ll want to move indoor
chairs outside. If your gathering will extend into the evening, consider outdoor-safe string lights, solar
lighting or candles as a means to keep the party alight after the sun goes down.

Kick mosquitoes out

They may not be anywhere on the guest list, but mosquitoes always find a way to invite themselves to
outdoor gatherings. Plugging in some box fans around your deck will discourage these pests from
flying around your guests too much. Invest in eucalyptus and citronella candles, which both repel
mosquitoes and add to the ambience of your party. As a preventative measure, remove any isolated
rainwater from your yard before your party; stilted water is breeding grounds for mosquitoes, not to
mention unsightly in general.

Dish out the food

The highlight of most any springtime get-together, aside from the camaraderie, will be the food and
drink. So that you can be sure that all of your guests are able to take part, check ahead of time to see
if anyone has any particular dietary needs or food allergies. If you want to take some of the
preparation off your hands, open it up so that your guests will bring their own dishes, snacks, desserts
and drinks. You’ll also want to make sure that you have plenty of disposable silverware, plates and



napkins as well as convenient places for guests to place their trash and recyclables. 

If you plan on hosting a springtime get together, take the steps necessary to ensure that your home is
adequately inviting. If all goes well, your gathering may become a new annual staple that your friends
and family can all look forward to.
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